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MAMMA KIMBO 
  
Mamma Kimbo is a young graded stakes winner by a sensational racehorse, who is now a 
hot young sire. Her dam is a stakes winning daughter of two champions, and she is offered 
carrying her first foal, a son or daughter of Bernardini.  
  
A 5¼ lengths winner going six furlongs on her debut, Mamma Kimbo was thrust into graded 
stakes competition on only her second lifetime start, tackling the $300,000 Fantasy Stakes 
(gr. II) at Oaklawn Park. Despite her inexperience, Mamma Kimbo controlled the event from 
the off, having a daylight lead at nearly every call, before tallying by 1¼ lengths from stakes 
winner Amie’s Dini. 
  
Mamma Kimbo is from the first crop of her sire, Discreet Cat. This spectacular grandson of 
Storm Cat was rated co-World Champion Three-Year-Old of his generation after brilliant 
victories in the UAE Derby (gr. I), in which he defeated that year’s World Champion Older 
Horse Invasor; the Jerome Breeders’ Cup Handicap (gr. II), which he captured by more than 
10 lengths; and the Cigar Mile Handicap (gr. I), in which he equaled the track-record while 
comprehensively defeating top-class older horses.  Discreet Cat is now also making an 
excellent start to his career as a stallion, and he is the current leading third crop sire by 
stakes winners for 2013, with 12 individual stakes scorers to his name, including grade one 
winners Discreet Marq and Secret Compass. Discreet Cat’s pedigree is also one that appeals 
for a potential broodmare sire, as he is out of the wonderful broodmare Pretty Discreet. 
  
Mamma Kimbo’s dam, Bag Lady Jane, captured the Princess Elizabeth Stakes – Canada’s 
premier contest for two-year-old fillies – and the Jammed Lovely Stakes, and was also a 
graded stakes performer in the U.S. She is by Champion Two-Year-Old Colt Devil’s Bag out of 
Deputy Jane West, a champion at two and three in Canada. In addition to Bag Lady Jane, 
Deputy Jane West is also dam of Mamma Kimbo’s three-quarters brother, the stakes 
winning two-year-old and sprinter Deputy Storm. In direct female line, Mamma Kimbo goes 
back to Mirandy Rose, a sister to the famous trio of How, heroine of the CCA Oaks, and 
granddam of Champion Tom Rolfe;  Sequoia, who took the Spinaway Stakes and produced 
Secretariat’s great rival, Sham;  and Cherokee Rose, another CCA Oaks victress, and 
granddam of Horse of the Year Ack Ack. 
  
Mamma Kimbo is offered carrying her first foal, a son or daughter of Bernardini. A classic 
winning champion, Bernardini, was rated co-World Champion Three-Year-Old equal with 
Mamma Kimbo’s sire, Discreet Cat. Bernardini has wasted no time in establishing himself as 
one of North America’s most important sires. From his first two years at stud, he is already 
responsible for six grade one winners, including Travers Stakes (gr. I) winners Alpha and Stay 
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Thirsty, whose victories make Bernardini the only stallion ever to get Travers winners in his 
first two crops. 
  
The mating between Bernardini and Mamma Kimbo gives the extremely successful A.P. 
Indy/Storm Cat cross, a nick that already has 50 stakes winners to its credit, including 11 
grade one winners. The cross has already proved to be a graded stakes producing one for 
Bernardini, and he’s also been represented by multiple grade one winner Stay Thirsty, who is 
out of a mare by Storm Cat’s sire, Storm Bird. We should also note that the mating re-unites 
A.P. Indy and Discreet Cat’s dam, Pretty Discreet, the mating of an A.P. Indy son and Pretty 
Discreet having resulted in the brilliant sprinter Discreetly Mine.  
  

 


